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Kode Description

The Kode Wave is the board choice of two times World Champion 
Philip Köster. It is fast to get on the plane with remarkable top end 
speed for taking jumps into the stratosphere.

Drive and speed are initiated off of the front foot, as is the rotational 
spinning style of Köster. MB Twinzer fins aid in the early release of 
the tail for backside 360’s and Takas whilst the board is still able 
to maintain the drive required for going down the line. These are 
the most ideal boards for big airs and double combination loops. 
The boards just want to boost whether it’s jumping or waveriding, 
with excellent projection above the lip along with being able to spin 
around it.

For 2014, the Kode Waves are shorter, making them lighter 
on the scale and under the feet, as swing weight is reduced. A 
MorenoTwins Pro Model 67 has also been added for the fair sex and 
smaller riders.

The Kode Waves are twin fin boards that also 
offer a single fin option to turn them into a fast 
high-wind blaster. 

The Kode Freestyle Waves are Starboard’s award-winning do-it-all 
boards. Whether used in the waves, in freestyle or for freeride, 
they aim to please. Their nature is to be aggressive, fast and 
maneuverable yet comfortable.

The new 2014 shapes have been tweaked for more speed and 
control without losing any of their test-winning characteristics. The 
bigger volumes (94 and 103) have seen their nose lowered for more 
control and speed. The result is an aerodynamic board blasting over 
the water while being able to pop all the modern freestyle moves 
and carve waves. The smaller volume (86) has been shortened in 
the nose for more liveliness and reactivity, boosting its wave and 
jibing abilities.

The Kodes FreestyleWaves remain exclusively 
single fin boards.
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Kode’s position in the range

The Kode Wave boards sit between Starboard’s wave boards (NuEvos and Quads) and Starboard’s freestyle boards (Flares). Compared to the Quads and 
NuEvos, they are faster, quicker to accelerate and more adapted to the new generation of aerial wave riding. Their speed and power make them ideal for big 
jumps and double loops. They are designed for both real world conditions like Sylt, Denmark and Tenerife, as well as extreme conditions like Maui, Western 
Australia and Gran Canaria.

They are twin fin boards that also offer a single fin option to turn them into a fast high-wind blaster with more traditional single-fin handling characteristics. Quads 
on the other hand are more rail-driven power carvers with a more connected feel to the wave. NuEvos have a more flowing, surfing style with tighter top turns 
and smoother rail-to-rail transitions. If you wan to go hard, the Kode Wave is for you.

                Remarkable top end speed 
 Quick to accelerate and hold speed making it the ideal board for big airs and double combination loops 
 Twin fin boards that offer a single fin option, perfect for a jumping and waveriding combo

The Kode Freestyle Wave (86, 94, 103) are the one-board-quiver solution. They are iSonic-fast, Flare-compact and wave-ride like the Köster models. They are not 
as extreme as any of these boards but are more comfortable. 

Despite the fact that they excel in rough and challenging environment, these boards do not have any preferred conditions or applications. Taty Frans will use 
them as high-wind freestyle boards in Vietnam, Boujmaa Guilloul will take them out in the Moroccan waves and Cyril Moussilmani will take them through the 
sound barrier in Marseille.

 The board that does it all for everyone and everywhere
 Hand-picked features from the other models of Starboard range for the ultimate board
 The perfect blend between wave, freestyle and freeride
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The Message 
“THE PHILIP KOSTER GENERATION CONTINUES TO RISE”

“FASTER, STRONGER, BETTER”

“THE BOARD CHOICE OF 2 TIMES WORLD CHAMPION, PHILIP KOSTER”

“LOOP MACHINE” 

The Kode Wave boards (72, 77, 82, 87) are aerial machines that are designed for real world conditions. They accelerate with ease and continue to pick up 
speed at a controllable pace. Off the lip is where this board is at home. It attacks the natural ramp and sores high. The board also exceeds itself down the line 
and allows the rider to carve with ease to face directly into the lip and pull off intricate maneuvers. As a twin fin the Kode Wave is skatey and new school, but 
also convertible to a single fin for those seeking a more conventional back foot planning technique with better upwind performance.

If Philip Koster is winning World titles on this board then we must be doing right! 

“WHERE LIVELINESS MEETS COMFORT”

“THE ONE BOARD QUIVER SOLUTION” 

“STARBOARD’S SWISS ARMY BOARD”

The Kode Freestyle Wave (86, 94, 103) are the chameleon boards of the Starboard range. However, the 86 is slightly more wave focused, the 94 is the better 
freestyler and the 103 is the ultimate high-wind freerider. Regardless, these boards will excel no matter the conditions and rider. If you’re looking to blast at full 
speed over the water, pop a spock and then surf the rollers out back, the Kodes Freestyle Wave are for you.

What's New?

For 2014, a new Moreno Twins Pro Model enters the Kode Wave range. At 67 liters, it allows the fair sex and the smaller riders to rip just as hard as the men.

The Kode Wave boards for 2014 include shorter lengths of 3cm. This will reduce the swing weight and in turn help the board fit into tighter pockets. 

Forward softer rails have been added to allow the boards to be more forgivingin turns. This gives the rider more control in heavy wave riding and completing 
maneuvers such as wave 360’s. The Kode 87 has also been given more hip than last year. 

This board is an extremely versatile all rounder in all wave conditions.

For 2014, the Kodes Freestyle Wave have only been tweaked. The goal was to keep the characteristics everyone loved while improving a few features such as 
control and liveliness. These results were obtained thanks to a Flare-inspired “bullet nose”.

On the 94 and 103 models, the nose rocker was lowered by 5 cm. The outcome is a more aerodynamic board which translates into higher top-end speed and 
control, all the while boosting the freestyle performances.

On the 86 liters model, the nose was shortened by 3 cm compared to last year, making the board even lighter than before, both on the scale and under your 
feet. This tweak improved reactivity and liveliness and freed up the board, making it a lot more fun carving, jumping or freestyling.

For 2014 the Kode Freestyle Wave outside front footstrap inserts have been moved closer to the rails on the 103 and 94 models.
They are now positioned outwards by 3cm on the 103 and by 2cm on the 94. This new option gives the rider a more comfortable position for freeriding and flat 
water blasting. Being closer to the rails now improve control in a straight line. The back inserts remain unchanged and still offer a perfect freestyle and wave 
position. The best of both worlds.
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MFC Freewave fin

Thin and sharp rails from the front strap 
to the nose give the Kodes their aggres-
sive character while being thicker in the 
tail for comfort.

94 and 103: Flare inspired “Bullet Nose” for 
aerodynamic speed and high-wind control.
86: Nose shortened by 3 cm reduces swing 
weight and provides greater responsiveness 
in freestyle, jumping and jibing.

Fast rocker line on the 94 and 103 
models for higher top-speed and 
acceleration.

Fitted with Starboard’s Drake Wave 
Straps Mk III and the unique contoured 
5 mm Sponge pads for maximum grip 
and comfort.

The front inserts have moved out-
wards by 3cm on the 103 and by 2cm 
on the 94, putting the rider closer to 
the rails and giving more control and 
comfort while free-riding.

Key Features

Forward softer rails are more 
forgiving in maneuvers

A slight monoconcave in the tail provides 
curve on the rail for turning whilst   maintaining 
a flat rocker through the center of the board 
for lightning acceleration and top end speed.

Single fin option is available for 
classic riding characteristics.

Vertical squarer twin fins (design 
by MB Fins) generates a compact 
power delivery that allows the rider to 
release and control the tail off the top

Square tail shape adds some 
extra tail area to maintain buoy-
ancy and increases the board’s 
versatility in softer waves. It also 
improves the board’s perfor-
mance in reverse moves.

Forward V aid’s in initiat-
ing rail to rail turns whist 
making a softer ride 
through chop

Now 3cm shorter to reduce 
swing weight

MorenoTwins Pro 
Model 67 liters

Kode Wave

Kode Freestyle Wave

NEW!
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*Wood, Technora™ and Carbon weights are subject to +-5% tolerance. These weights are estimate figures. Final weights are not available at time of print and will be updated on to the website. Sail range and fin 
range are recommended indications.

Product
Code

Name Volume
(litres)

Length
(cm)

Width
(cm)

Tail 
Width

(cm)

Weight
(Carbon)

(kg)

Weight
(Wood)

(kg)

Weight
(Technora™)

(kg)

Sail 
Range

(m2)

Fin Fin 
Range

(cm)

Fin box

1004140301001
1004140111001
1004140401001

Kode Wave 67 Carbon
Kode Wave 67 Wood 
Kode Wave 67 Technora™

67 221 53.5 34.4 TBC TBC TBC 2.3-4.7
2 x MB 
Twinzer 

15.5

14-17 2 x Slot 
Box 
13"

1004140301002
1004140111002
1004140401002

Kode Wave 72 Carbon
Kode Wave 72 Wood 
Kode Wave 72 Technora™

72 219 56 36.2 TBC TBC TBC 3.0-5.0
2 x MB 
Twinzer 

16.0 

15-17 2 x Slot 
Box 
13"

1004140301003
1004140111003
1004140401003

Kode Wave 77 Carbon
Kode Wave 77 Wood
Kode Wave 77 Technora™

77 224 58 37.1 TBC TBC TBC 3.3-5.3
2 x MB 
Twinzer 

16.5 

15.5-
17.5

2 x Slot 
Box 
13"

1004140301004
1004140111004
1004140401004

Kode Wave 82 Carbon
Kode Wave 82 Wood 
Kode Wave 82 Technora™

82 230 58.5 37.0 TBC TBC TBC 3.5-5.5
2 x MB 
Twinzer 

16.5 

15.5-
17.5

2 x Slot 
Box 
13"

1004140301005
1004140111005
1004140401005

Kode Wave 87 Carbon
Kode Wave 87 Wood
Kode Wave 87 Technora™

87 230 60.5 38.1 TBC TBC TBC 4.0-6.0
2 x MB 
Twinzer 

17.0 

16-18 2 x Slot 
Box 
13"

1004140301006
1004140111006
1004140401006

Kode Wave 92 Carbon
Kode Wave 92 Wood 
Kode Wave 92 Technora™

92 234 62 38.3 TBC TBC TBC 4.5-6.5
2 x MB 
Twinzer 

17.0 

16-
18.5

2 x Slot 
Box 
13"

1004140301007
1004140101007
1004140401007

Kode Freestyle Wave 86 Carbon
Kode Freestyle Wave 86 Wood 
Kode Freestyle Wave 86 Technora™

86 232 59 38.4 TBC TBC TBC 4.0-6.0
Drake 

Freewave 
26

14-26 US 8"

1004140301008
1004140101008
1004140401008

Kode Freestyle Wave 94 Carbon
Kode Freestyle Wave 94 Wood 
Kode Freestyle Wave 94 Technora™

94 234 61 38.6 TBC TBC TBC 4.5-6.5
Drake 

Freewave 
28

14-33 US Box

1004140301008
1004140101008
1004140401008

Kode Freestyle Wave 103 Carbon
Kode Freestyle Wave 103 Wood 
Kode Freestyle Wave 103 Technora™

103 234 64.5 41.8 TBC TBC TBC 5.0-7.0
Drake 

Freewave 
30

14-34 US Box

Technical Specifications*
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Kode Wave

“FASTER, STRONGER, BETTER”

“THE BOARD CHOICE OF 2 TIMES 
WORLD CHAMPION, PHILIP 
KOSTER”

“LOOP MACHINE” 

“THE PHILIP KOSTER GENERATION 
CONTINUES TO RISE”
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